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This Agreement by and between the Hyde Park Central
School District of the Towns of Hyde Park, Poughkeepsie,
Clinton, Pleasant Valley and Rhinebeck, Dutchess County, New
York (hereinafter sometimes called the District"), party of
the first part, and the Civil Service Employees Association,
Inc., Local. 1000, AFSCME, (hereinafter sometimes called the
"Union"), party of the second part.
WI T N E SSE T.H:
WHEREAS, in keeping with the provisions of Article 14 of
the Civil Service Law, the Union has been organized to
represent the non-teaching personnel (other than secretarial'
and clerical personnel) employed by the District for the
purpose of negotiating collectively with their employer in
the determination of the terms and conditions of their
employment and the resolution of grievances arising
thereunder, and
WHEREAS, the Union has demonstrated by the submission of
satisfactory evidence that it represents a majority of those'
persons who are employed by the District as non-teaching
employees including bus drivers, custodians, groundsmen,
cleaners, maintenancemen, mechanics and cafeteria workers,
and who comprise the non-teaching employees' bargaining unit,
and
WHEREAS, the designated representatives of the Board of
Education of the District have met with representatives of
the Union and have voluntarily negotiated with respect to the
salaries of the members of the bargaining unit, their working
conditions and the mode of presentation and adjustment of
certain types of complaints which may arise with respect to
such matters, and
WHEREAS, the parties and their representatives have
reached an understanding as to the various matters embraced
by such collective negotiations,
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto do agree as follows:
ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION
A. The District agrees to recognize the Civil Service
Employees Association, Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, as
the sole and exclusive bargaining agent for all employees in
the bargaining unit described in Section B of this Article
for terms and condition of employment and to the settlement
of grievances arising thereunder for the maximum period of
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time in accordance with Section 208 of Article XIV of the
Civil Service Law.
B. The bargaining unit shall be comprised of all bus
drivers, custodians, groundsmen, cleaners, maintenancemen,
mechanics and cafeteria workers of the District and any other
classification or category that may be established that falls
within the intent in the recognized unit.
ARTICLE II - RIGHTS OF THE DISTRICT AND THE UNION
A. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as a
delegation or waiver of any powers or duties vested in the
Board of Education of the District, or in any trustee or
officer of the District including the Superintendent of
Schools, by virtue of any provision of the New York
Constitution, any statute of the State of New York, or by any
rule or regulation of the State Commissioner of Education
having the force and effect of law, except as modified by
this Agreement.
B. There shall be no discrimination, interference,
restraint, or coercion practiced by the District, its
officers, agents or employees against any non-teaching
employee because of his membership in the Union, or because
of any lawful activities conducted by the Union. The Union
and its officers, agents and members shall not discriminate
against any employee in t~e bargaining unit by reason of such
employee's race, creed, color, sex or marital status, nor
shall any employee in the bargaining unit be compelled or
coerced into membership in the Association by any of its
officers, agents or members.
C. Nothing contained shall be construed to deny any
employee in the bargaining unit any rights which may be
available to him under the United States Constitution, the
New York Constitution or under any applicable statutes, laws
or regulations of the State of New York or its departments
and agencies.
D. The Union shall have the right to use District
schoolhouses at such reasonable times upon the prior approval
of the Building Principal for the purposes of conducting
meetings relating to the business for which it has been
organized. Request for usage shall be made in advance to
building principals for approval.
E. The Union shall select individuals from its membership
to act as representatives for each District schoolhouse or
building. Each building representative shall make
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appropirate arrangements with his building principal of
supervisor or similar rank for periodic meetings for review
and discussion of local school problems and practices.
F. Upon receipt of reasonable notice in advance, the Board
of Education of the District shall make available to the
representatives of the Union such information from District
records as may be relevant to and necessary for use in
negotiations, the resolution of grievances and in carrying
out the general administrative processes of the Union.
G. On or before September 1 each year, the CSEA shall
furnish to the Superintendent a written list of all of its
officers, shop stewards and representatives. Written notice
of changes which occur in these positions shall be sent to
the Superintendent during the course of the school year.
H. Effective with the second semester of the 1989-90 school
year, the Employer shall supply to the Association a list of
all employees in the bargaining unit showing each employee's
full name, home address, job title, work location, membership
status, insurance deduction and first date of employment.
Such information shall thereafter be provided to the Union on
a semi-annual basis.
I. The Union and its designated agents shall, subject to
the approval of the Superintendent of Schools or his/her
designee, have the sole and exclusive right of access to
members of the bargaining unit during working hours to
administer this Agreement. Such approval shall not
unreasonably be withheld in terms of Taylor Law rights.
The Employer agrees that no other representative
offering benefits or programs similar to those offered or
sponsored by the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc.,
shall be provided access to bargaining unit employees. The
Employer further agrees that it will not permit any other
organization or Union to hold meeting~ for the purpose of
discussing terms and conditions of employment, or be provided
meeting space on the property or premises of the School
District, to the maximum extent allowed by law.
ARTICLE III - SALARIES AND WELFARE BENEFITS
A. Salaries and Differentials
The salaries and differentials for employees in the
bargaining unit for the duration of the contract are:
1. The 1996-97 salary and wage schedule shall be
developed by increasing each step of the 1995-96 salary by
two (2%) percent.
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2. The 1997-98 salary and wage schedule shall be
developed by increasing each step of the 1996-97 salary by
three (3%) percent.
3. The 1998-99 salary and wage schedule shall be
developed by increasing each step of the 1997-98 salary by
three (3%) percent.
4. The 1999-2000 salary and wage schedule shall be
developed by increasing each step of the 1998-99 salary by
three (3%) percent.
The District shall provide the retro-payment in one (1)
separate check.
Step advancement shall be allowed for each year of this
agreement for those eligible to advance a step.
B. Longevity - Full-Time Employees
1. Effective as of July 1, 1998, employees with eight
(8) or more years of continuous service shall receive $300.00
above their schedule salary and an additional $300.00 for
every five (5) years of additional service with the District.
2. Effective as of July 1, 1999, employees with eight
(8) or more years of continuous service shall receive $320.00
above their scheduled salary and an additional $320.00 for
every five (5) years of additional service with the District.
c. Welfare Benefits
1. Deductions shall be made from the salary of any
employee of the bargaining unit who is insured under any CSEA
Group Plan of (a) Life Insurance, (b) Accident and Health
Insurance, (c) Automobile Insurance, (d) House and/or Tenant
Insurance of such amounts for the payment of the premium or
premiums of payments thereon as such employee may specify in
writing filed with the District fiscal officer.
Such amounts so deducted shall be transmitted to the insurer
on behalf of the employee. Any such written authorization
for premium deductions may be withdrawn by such employee at
any time upon filing written notice of withdrawal with the
District fiscal officer or his/her designee (the Assistant
Superintendent for Business). The employee shall bear the
full cost of insurance coverage obtained in this manner. The
face amount of coverage of any policy issued under such a
group plan, or plans, shall not exceed the sum equal to
one-half of the insured employee's current annual salary.
These welfare benefits are included under this section with
the
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express understanding that they would be paid for by the
employees and would not increase the exposure of the Hyde
Park Central School District.
2 . Tax Sheltered Annuities
Deductions shall be made from the salary of any employee
of the bargaining unit who desires to participate in a plan
for the purchase of an annuity. Such employee shall enter
into a written agreement with the Board of Education of the
District for the reduction of his annual salary as payable
by law for the purpose of funding the annunity to be
purchased. Monies deducted pursuant to such agreement shall
be transmitted to the insurer on behalf of the employee. Any
such agreement may be terminated by the employee at any time
by the filing of a written notice of termination with the
Board or its designee (the Assistant Superintendent for
Business). The employee shall bear the full cost of the
annuity purchased in this manner.
With respect to tax sheltered annuities, the-District
will not enter into more than one agreement per calendar
year, nor allow an employee to modify more than once per
calendar year, the amount of the salary reduction under the
annuity contract.
3 . Health Insurance
a. The District shall contribute 100% of the cost
of the Individual Coverage and shall contribute up to $335.00
for 1992-93 and 1993-94 and effective July 1, 1994, the
greater of $400.00 or 90% per month for family coverage and
90% per month for Individual Coverage, for any full-time
regular employee participating in the District's health plan
or health maintenance organization plan, provided, however,
that if the difference in cost between full employer funded
and employee contribution family coverage would be less than
$30.00 per month until June 30, 1994 and $40.00 per month
thereafter, by utilizing the above-referenced family health
insurance contribution levels, then, the amount of employee
contribution shall be adjusted to require payment of $30.00
per month until June 30, 1994 and $40.00 per month
thereafter, towards the cost of family health insurance.
Effective July 1994, the District shall
implement a Section 125 Internal Revenue Code Premium Only
Plan.
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Notwithstanding the above, the District's
obligation towards funding H.M.O. premiums shall be limited
to its dollar contribution requirement toward funding
individual and family premiums under the District's health
plan.
b. For part-time employees who qualify for
participation in the New York State Health Insurance Program,
the District will provide the same coverage as for full-time
employees.
c. Retired unit members shall continue to receive
the level of benefits, including Medicare reimbursements
which they were entitled to while the District participated
in the New York State Health Insurance Plan; provided,
however, that for unit members who retire to receive
retirement payments from the Employee's Retirement System
during the 1994-95 school year only, the District shall pay
90% of the monthly premium cost for individual coverage and
75% of the monthly family premium cost for such retiree.
d. Health Insurance Buy-Out Option
Unit members who are otherwise health insured
may voluntarily opt-out ~f the District's Health Insurance
program and receive a payment of $1200 if 35 or less
employees in the unit utilize the buy-out and $1400 if more
than 35 employees utilize the buy-out, effective 1997-98
school year. The employee must give written notice of opting
out at the dates specified below and must also produce proof
of other health insurance at the time of making application
for the buy-out.
For school years commencing with 1989-90, such
notice shall be given on or before March 31 for the period
commencing July 1 of the following school year.
Re-entry into the District's health insurance
program shall be allowed at any time, upon at least three (3)
months notice prior to returning to the plan, subject only to
the waiting period, if any, of the health insurance program's
rules and regulations. Upon re-entry, the unit member must
refund the pro-rated amount of the buy-out money paid for the
remaining months of the applicable year. New hirees may
opt-out and receive this benefit on a pro-rated basis, where
applicable, at the time of hire, provided that proof of other
insurance is furnished to the Business Office at the time of
making written applicati~n.
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In the event that a unit member leaves the
employ of the District after receiving a buy-out payment, but
before the end of the applicable time period covered by such
payment, said unit member shall be obligated tq repay the
District on a pro-rated basis, the amount of buy-out payment
for the remaining part of the period of the buy-out. The
District is also expressly authorized to deduct that amount
from the remaining paycheck(s) of said employee in the event
that repayment is not otherwise made.
Any unit member whose spouse is employed by
the Hyde Park Central School District, whether or not within
this bargaining unit, shall be restricted from dual
enrollment in the District's health insurance plan and/or
alternative HMO coverage to the extent that the spouses may
not both enroll for family coverage or for one family
coverage and one individual coverage. The spouses shall be
entitled to a single family coverage or each to individual
coverage. If both spouses are within this bargaining unit
and a family coverage is decided upon, the spouses shall
decide which one shall be enrolled for coverage.
4. Retirement Plan
The District shall participate in:
a. The non-contributory, 20 year career plan, as
provided in Section 75-i of the Retirement and Social
Security Law.
b. Section 60-b (guaranteed minimum death
benefit)
.
c. Section 41-J (unused sick leave as additional
service credit upon retirement) shall be provided.
5. Dental Insurance
a. The District shall contribute towards the
premium cost for each full-time employee who participates in
the CSEA Dental Plan (Horizon).
b. Employees participating in or covered by any
other dental insurance plan shall not be entitled to
participate in the District dental insurance program.
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6. Eye Care/Eye Glasses
Should the District, during the life of this
Agreement, provide an insurance plan for eye care and/or
eyeglasses to another employee bargaining unit, negotiations
shall automatically reopen regarding said issue with this
bargaining unit.
D. Step Advancement
Employees hired on or after January 1st of a given
school year shall not be entitled to step advancement until
July 1st of the next following calendar year.
ARTICLE IV - WORKING CONDITIONS - CREATE AND POST NEW JOB
DESCRIPTIONS
A. The working Week. The work week shall be Monday through
Friday. For unit members not covered by Appendix IIAII,the
individual work schedules shall conform within the parameters
of those previously established; provided, however, that
employees hired to jobs in the unit or who voluntarily accept
a position in a new job classification in the unit after June
1, 1987 may be scheduled in accordance with the Employer's
needs. The posting of open positions shall reference the
initial schedule of work hours. The provision set forth
above shall not apply in the case of a lateral transfer
within a job classification.
1. Twelve (12) month full-time salaried employees are
contracted by salary. They work the regular calendar and
receive vacation, holidays and all full-time benefits. The
basic work week shall consist of five (5) consecutive eight
(8) hour days for full-time employees, Monday through
Friday, exclusive of one-half hour meal period.
2. Ten (10) month full-time and part-time salaried
employees are contracted by salary. They work on school days
only; receive sick benefits and personal leave. The basic
work week shall consist of five (5) consecutive eight (8)
hour days for full-time employees, Monday through Friday,
exclusive of one-half hour meal period. They work 185 days a
year.
3. Ten (10) month hourly employees are paid only for
the hours they work, excluding meal periods, on school days
only. They are not entitled to sick benefits or personal
leave unless their permanent work classification requires
them to work at least four (4) hours per day and twenty (20)
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hours per week. They work 185 days a year. Employees that
are in this classification and start work after 4:00 p.m. are
not entitled to personal leave.
4. Full-time bus drivers may be required to work up to
eight (8) hours per day and part-time bus drivers may be
required to work up to five (5) hours per day; provided,
however, in the event that part-time drivers' regularly
scheduled runs exceed five (5) hours, such additional time
shall be compensated for at the driver's normal hourly rate.
All bus drivers will be credited with one-half hour per day
towards the number of hours in their work day for pre and
post-trip vehicle inspections, fueling, cleaning and reports.
Such duties shall be required of all drivers each day. The
employer will make accommodation for time in excess of
one-half hour per day in those cases where the driver's run
assignment leaves an insufficient amount of time to
supplement the one-half hour period otherwise provided for in
this paragraph. No full-time driver employed as of June 1,
1987 will suffer a reduction from full-time driver status
during the length of this agreement. Notwithstanding the
above, the position formerly known as "Relief Driver" will
not be utilized in the District. .
B. Overtime Compensation -
1. Overtime shall be paid to employees in the
bargaining unit at the rate of one and one-half time the
basic salary rate for all authorized hours worked in excess
of forty (40) hours per week. For all authorized hours
worked in excess of eight (8) hours per day, members of the
bargaining unit shall be paid one and one-half times the
basic hourly rate. In any instance where a member of the
bargaining unit is required to work on a Saturday or a
Sunday, by reason of the observance of a holiday falling on a
previous working day in a given work week, he shall be
compensated for all authorized hours worked on such extra day
at the rate of one and one-half times his basic hourly rate.
In the event a member of the bargaining unit is required to
work on Thanksgiving, New Year's Day or Christmas Day, he
will receive remuneration at double time rate plus hOliday
pay. If an employee is required to work on Easter Sunday, he
will receive double his basic hourly rate.
2. Full-time ten (10) month drivers shall receive pay
at the rate of time and ~ne-half for driving on a school
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recess day or holiday other than drivers whose bid runs
require conveying pupils to non-public schools, special
education schools, etc., on such days. Ten (10) month
part-time drivers shall receive straight time for driving on
such days, unless their bid runs involve corresponding duties
to those described above for full-time ten (10) month
drivers, work beyond 185 days shall be paid for at the
employee's normal hourly rate.
After having worked 185 jays, a driver may decline to accept
additional days of driving assignments.
C. Recall. If an employee of the bargaining unit is
scheduled to work overtime or, if an employee of the
bargaining unit, prior to leaving the job, is requested to
stay and work overtime, neither case shall be construed as
recall. If an employee of the bargaining unit has completed
his/her shift and has left the job, and the employee is
called back to work, the employee shall be paid a minimum of
three (3) hours at the applicable overtime rate.
D. Night Shift. Full time unit employees whose regularly
scheduled work day includes four (4) hours which occur after
5:00 P.M., but before 1:00 A.M., shall be paid a differential
of $200.00 per year in 1997-98; $220.00 per year in 1998-99;
and $240.00 per year in 1999-2000.
E. Holidays. All twelve (12) month employees in the
bargaining unit shall be entitled to fourteen (14) holidays
off with pay during each of the years covered by this
Agreement. Holidays shall be limited to days on which school
is not in session according to the school calendar for that
particular year.
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Veterans Day
Thanksgiving Weekend
Christmas Weekend
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King Day
President's Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Paychecks will be made available on the last day prior
to the time off when the pay periods fall during a holiday.
F. Vacation
1. During the term of this agreement, twelve (12)
month employees of the bargaining unit, who have completed
one or more years of continuous service with the District,
shall be entitled to two (2) weeks vacation in each contract
year.
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2. Twelve (12) month employees .who have completed five
(5) or more years of continuous service shall be entitled to
three (3) weeks vacation with pay in the contract year, and
twelve (12) month employees with ten (10) or more years of
continuous service shall be entitled to four (4) weeks
vacation in the contract year. Additional vacation
entitlement shall accrue effective July 1 following the
anniversary date of employment.
3.. Pay for each week of vacation shall be for five (5)
days at the rate of eight (8) hours of straight time.
4. In the event that a holiday is observed on one of
an employee's regularly scheduled basic workdays within his
basic work week while he is on vacation, such employee shall
be entitled to an additional day off with pay, which day
shall be taken at the beginning or end of the vacation,
unless the employee makes other arrangements with his
supervisor.
5. The normal vacation period shall be during the
months of July and August, but employees may elect to take
their vacations at any other time, with the permission of
their supervisors. Vacations may not be accumulated from
year to year, except to the extent of up to ten (10)
vacation days.
6. Employees may request in writing that their
vacation checks be issued on the last pay day preceding the
employee's vacation period. Such requests must be in four
(4) weeks prior to the beginning of the vacation
7. A twelve (12) month employee hired between July 1st
and September 30th shall be given ten (10) days vacation with
pay after the following July 1st. A twelve (12) month
employee hired after September 30th shall be given one (1)
day per month for vacation time with pay after the following
July 1st.
G. Coffee Breaks. Each employee working four (4) hours or
more shall be entitled to one (1) ten (10) minute coffee
break per day.
H. Jury Duty. All members of the bargaining unit who are
called to petit jury duty shall notify their immediate
supervisor no later than the next working day following
receipt of the notice. Employees should request the court to
defer jury duty whenever possible to the summer months when
children are not regularly enrolled, so as to avoid
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interruption of the instructional program during the normal
school year. The Superintendent will confirm and support
such requests. Employees who cannot obtain deferment shall
be released for jury duty.
For each day on which the employee reports for or
performs jury duty and on which he otherwise would have been
scheduled to work, such employee shall receive full pay and
will reimburse the District when jury .duty fee is paid by the
County (not to include travel allowance nor reimbursement of
expenses. )
I. Snow Days
1. Twelve (12) month salaried employees' snow days
shall be considered a regular workday as per Article
IV (A) (I) .
2. Ten (10) month employees' snow days shall be as per
Article IV(A) (2) and (A) (3).
3. In the event that employees in the transportation
department report to work and school is later called off on
account of emergency weather conditions, full-time ten-month
employees shall be entitled to four (4) hours of credit
towards working a 185 day work year, and part-time ten-month
employees shall be entitled to 2.5 hours of credit towards
working a 185 day work yea~.
4. Part-time hourly employees whose workday is reduced
by snow or emergency conditions and who work on such days,
shall receive their normal day's pay for such work.
J. Tool Allowance. The District shall reimburse members of
the bargaining unit, who are employed as mechanics and
maintenance men, for tools, furnished by the employee and
required for his job, which are broken or worn out while in
use in the course of employment. The maximum yearly
reimbursement allowable to any employee under this provision
shall be the sum of $250.00 effective July 1, 1990. Effective
July 1, 1994, tool allowance of $250.00 shall be increased by
$25.00 to $275.00 per year and effective July 1, 1995 tool
allowance shall be increased by an additional $25.00 to
$300.00 per year. The District may elect to fulfill its
obligation under this subdivision by replacing tools in kind
rather than by monetary payment. Consideration shall be given
to the tool being replaced in regard to manufacture.
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A portion of the tool allowance may be used to buy fire
and theft insurance for employees required by the School
District to use their personal tools for their work. The
maximum insurance coverage for any individual shall be
limited to $2,000.00 per employee and the premium cannot
exceed $100.00 per employee in each of the years covered by
this agreement.
Subject to prior supervisory approval, an employee may
utilize maximum of $75.00 effective July 1, 1987, per year,
of this tool allowance to purchase tools required for his job
which may be required due to a change in gauge or standards
in the industry. Employees will be required to have their
tools at work during those periods when an individual is
working for the District.
Total tool allowanc~ per individ~al, including
reimbursement, insurance and tool purchase shall not exceed
$250.00 for 1992-93 and 1993-94, shall not exceed $275.00 for
1994-95 and shall not exceed $300.00 for 1995-96 year.
K. Gas Allowance. Employees required to use their
automobiles for school business shall be reimbursed at the
prevailing rate decided by the School Board. In order to
receive reimbursement, an employee must receive prior
approval from his supervisor subject to approval from the
Assistant Superintendent for Business. A daily log of
mileage records must be kept on forms provided by the
business office. These forms must be submitted for
reimbursement.
ARTICLE V - LEAVES
A. Sick Leave
1. Sick leave shall provide paid time off to be
granted for personal sickness, personal injury, or physical
disability and shall not include personal leave.
2. Each employee of the bargaining unit shall be
allowed sick leave without loss of salary up to one (1) day
per working month in anyone year on account of personal
sickness, personal injury or physical disability (i.e., ten
(10) month employees, ten (10) days; twelve (12) month
employees, twelve (12) days). Sick leave shall be earned on
a month-by-month basis so that each employee has available to
him only the amount of sick leave earned to date in that
school year plus any sick leave accumulated from prior school
years. If any employee does not use the full amount of sick
leave allowed in any school year, the amount not used shall
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be accumulated from year to year and used, if needed, up to a
total of not more than one hundred sixty five (165) working
days. Any accumulation of unused sick leave heretofore
granted by the Hyde Park School District shall be counted
toward the accumulated leave herein provided. This provision
shall not apply to ten (10) month hourly employees as defined
in Article IV (A) (3) .
3. A physician's certificate will not be routinely required
for absences of three (3) days or less due to illness or
injury. This in no way limits management's rights to require
medical documentation for a specific absence in order to
substantiate use of sick leave.
4. Sick Leave Bank - Effective July 1, 1997
a. Each employee who has at least ten (10) days of
accumulated personal sick leave who is willing to participate
in a sick leave bank, shall submit to the Distric a waiver of
two (2) days of the employee's sick leave. Only employees
who shall contribute to the bank shall be eligible to receive
time from the bank.
b. All employees who wish to participate in the bank
and who are employed in the District Qn the effective date of
this Contract, shall contribute two (2) days of sick leave
within thirty (30) days. Employees hired or returning after
the effective date of this contract who have at least ten
(10) days of accumulated personal sick leave and who wish to
participate in the bank shall contribute two (2) days of sick
leave within thirty (30) days of the effective date of their
employment.
c. The sick bank shall be administered by a committee
of two (2) District and two (2) C.S.E.A. representatives who
shall act upon withdrawals. Ties shall be broken by
submission to final and binding arbitration before a panel
member listed in Article VIII. Withdrawals from the bank
shall be limited to employees who are involved in
catastrophic, prolonged or disabling illnesses or accidents
who have exhausted their sick leave time. Withdrawals from
the sick bank shall further be limited to those employees who
have utilized all personal leave accruals prior to being
entitled to draw days from the sick bank. There shall be a
ninety (90) day limit placed upon any employee's use of the
sick leave bank on a per event basis.
d. The sick bank shall be renewable once all days
contributed have been exhausted, and in the same manner set
forth in (b) above, except that the thirty (30) day period
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for the current employees shall commence with the date upon
which the sick bank was exhausted.
e. The District shall make a one-time contribution to
the sick bank of 150 days.
5. Records in accumulated sick leave time shall be kept in
the manner prescribed in Section 300S-b of the Education
Law."
6. PERFECT ATTENDANCE BONUS - The parties agree to
establish a perfect attendance bonus, effective July 1, 1997
in accordance with the following: $150 if no sick days are
utilized; and $100 if one sick day is utilized. The bonus
shall be paid in the first check in July.
7. Effective July 1, 1997, part-time cafeteria employees
shall receive one sick leave day per year which will be
cumulative.
B. Personal Leave
1. Personal Leave shall normally constitute time off
required for such reasons as personal business, family
illness, and death in the family.
2. Each employee in the bargaining unit shall be
entitled to three (3) personal leave days during the school
year, or, alternately, to aggregate equivalent off-duty time.
Additional days may be granted, by the approval of the
Superintendent, in cases of emergency. This provision shall
not apply to ten (10) month part-time employees as defined in
Article IV (A) (3). Personal leave days may not be used to
extend a holiday, vacation, summer or other school recess
period. Personal leave days shall be pro-rated during the
year of hire.
3. When personal leave time is requested, the employee
shall notify his immediate supervisor in writing at least two
(2) days in advance. The employee shall be notified
immediately as to the disposition of his application.
4. Emergency leave may be granted on shorter notice at
the discretion of an employee's supervisor subject to the
approval of the Superintendent of Schools.
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5. Personal leave time may not be accumulated from
year to year.
6. Effective July 1, 1997, part-time cafeteria
employees shall receive one personal leave day per year.
c. Permanent Disability
1. The decision that an employee is permanently
disabled shall be made, by the Board of Education, on the
basis of the following, and may become effective only after
one year's absence from work due to disability or illness.
a. The report of the employee's physician who has
treated the employee within the last two (2) years.
b. The report of a physician or physicians
designated by the Board of Education to examine the employee.
c. A report of the Superintendent of Schools.
2. The Board of Education shall have the right at
anytime to request the re-examination of any employee who
shall have been granted permanent disability status.
3. The Board of Education of the District shall
continue to participate in the District's Health Insurance
Program for employees of the bargaining unit for a period of
one (1)) year after they have been placed upon permanent
disability status and shall continue to pay the District's
share of the costs for coverage provided thereunder during
such one (1) year period.
D. Workers' Compensation
Any employee of the bargaining unit who shall receive
salary benefits under the Workers' Compensation Law by reason
of lost time due to injury sustained during the course of
employment shall be obligated to reimburse the District for
the amount of such salary benefits over the amount of sick
leave pay received by the employee from the District during
any absence occasioned by the same injury. When the salary
benefit is received by the School District, sick leave shall
be reinstated for each d~y the salary benefit is paid for on
a day for day rather than a pro rata basis.
E. Convention Leave
There shall be allowed a total of six (6) days per
contract year for employees elected or appointed to attend
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union conventions and conferences. It is understood that the
amount of leave time authorized under this subdivision is an
aggregate one for the entire membership of the Union. The
Union shall designate members of the bargaining unit who are
to attend conventions pursuant to this subdivision, and the
Union shall give written notice of such designations to the
District Superintendent at least ten (10) days prior to date
for which a particular convention is scheduled.
F. Maternity Leave
1. In the case of pregnancy, it shall be the duty of
an employee to inform the Superintendent, through her
supervisor, within a reasonable time after the determination
of pregnancy.
2. Pregnant employees shall have the option of a
maternity leave without pay at or before the time of the
onset of pregnancy-related disability. In the alternative,
such employees shall be entitled to sick leave pay for the
period of actual pregnancy-related disability following which
time such employee shall be required to report to work.
3. An eligible employee may apply for maternity leave
without pay. Such leave may be granted for up to one (1)
year. An additional one (1) year may be permitted in
exceptional cases at the determination of the Board.
4. In special cases, e.g., miscarriage or infant
death, provisions may be made by the Board for early
termination of maternity leave.
5. To assist in reaching decisions regarding granting
maternity leave, the period prior to beginning the leave,
termination of leave, and the resumption of duties following
the scheduled termination of leave, the Superintendent may
request certification of the employee's condition by the
family or school physician.
6. For all employees who are on probationary
appointments who request, and are granted maternity leave,
the time that any such employee is on maternity leave will
not be counted toward the period of probation.
7. Upon request, employees on maternity leave must
notify the Superintendent of their intent to return upon
expiration of their leave. The Superintendent may request
notification not more than ninety (90) days prior to the
expiration of the leave. Under normal circumstances, the
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Superintendent shall request notification within forty-five
(45) days of the termination of leaves of five (5) months or
less, and within ninety (90) days of the termination of
leaves of longer duration.
8. A reasonable effort will be made to return the
employee to the previous school and position, unless the
employee requests otherwise, in which case such request will
be given due consideration.
ARTICLE VI - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. Objective
It is the declared objective of the parties to encourage
the prompt and informal resolution of employee complaints as
they arise and to provide recourse to orderly procedures for
the satisfactory adjustment of complaints.
B. Definition
A '~grievance" shall mean a complaint by an employee in
the bargaining unit that there has been a violation,
misinterpretation or inequitable application of any of the
provisions of this Agreement, except that the term
"grievance" shall not apply to any complaint or matter as to
which (1) a method of review is presc~ibed by law, or by any
rule or regulation of the State Commissioner of Education
having the force and effect of law, or by any other procedure
established by the Board of Education or by any by-law of the
Board of Education, or (2) the Board of Education is without
authority to act. A "class action" grievance brought on
behalf of a group of employees shall be initially filed at
the District Level (Step 2), but subject to the submission
deadlines as set forth in the Immediate Supervisor level
(paragraph "1", below).
As used in this article, the term "employee" shall mean
also a group of employees having the same grievance.
C. Adjustment of Grievances
Grievances of employees within the bargaining unit shall
be presented and adjusted in the following manner.
l. Immediate Supervisor Level
Any employee within the bargaining unit may submit
his grievance in writing to his immediate supervisor within
thirty (30) calendar days from the occurrence or thirty (30)
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calendar days from the date when the grievant(s) should have
known of the occurrence giving rise to the grievance. If the
employee chooses, he may submit his written complaint to his
Union representative for filing with the supervisor. The
employee and the supervisor shall confer on the grievance
with a view to arriving ~t a mutually.satisfactory resolution
of the complaint. At the conference, the employee may appear
personally or he may appear with his Union representative,
who may act in the employee's behalf, but where the employee
is represented, he must be present. Whenever a grievance is
filed personally by an employee, the supervisor receiving the
complaint shall report the same to the Union representative
involved, and such representation shall be given an
opportunity to attend the conference and to present the views
of the Union with respect to the matter. After conference,
the supervisor shall make a written decision as to the
complaint. Copies of such decision shall be furnished to
the aggrieved employee, the Union representative and the
Superintendent of Schools within ten (10) school days after
receiving the complaint.
2. District Level (Step 2). If the grievance. is not
resolved at Step 1, the aggrieved employee, or a Union
representative acting on behalf of such employee, may appeal
to the Superintendent of Schools within five (5) school days
after the decision of the immediate supervisor is received.
This appeal shall be made in writing and shall set forth
specifically the act or condition and the grounds on which
the grievance is based. The name of the employee's Union
representative, if any, shall also be set forth in the appeal
statement.
The Superintendent, or his designee, shall confer
with the aggrieved employee and his representative with a
view to arriving at a satisfactory resolution of the
complaint. Notice of the conference shall be given by the
Superintendent two (2) school days in advance. At the
conference, the employee may appear personally or with his
representative, who may act in the employee's behalf, but
where the employee is represented he must also be present. In
the event that the employee acts on his own behalf without
representation, the Union shall have the right to send a
representative and to present its views as in Step 1. After
conference, the Superintendent shall render a written
decision as to the complaint. Copies of such decision shall
be distributed as in Step 1, within ten (10) days after the
statement of appeal is received.
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3 . Board Level
If the grievance is not resolved at Step 2, the
aggrieved employee, or Union representative acting on behalf
of such employee, may appeal the Step 2 decision to the
Board. The appeal to the Board shall be in the same form and
and content as to the Superintendent. Copies of the decision
made at Step 1 and Step 2 shall be made available to the
Board as attachments to the grievance and must be filed
within ten (10) calendar days following receipt of the
Superintendent's Stage 2 answer. At the Board's option, a
hearing may be held regarding the grievance or, in the
alternative, the Board may answer the grievance without
conducting a hearing. The Board's decision shall be rendered
in writing within fifteen (15) school days after the appeal
has been submitted or within fifteen (15) school days
following the date of the hearing and copies of such decision
shall be furnished to the aggrieved employee, the Union
representative and the Superintendent of Schools.
D. Arbitration
If the grievance is not resolved in Step 3, the Union
may demand to go to arbitration. Written notice of such
demand shall be served by registered mail upon both the Clerk
of the District and the Superintendent of Schools within
fifteen (15) school days after the Board's decision is
received by the employee and Union. The notice shall include
a brief statement of the issues involved and the grounds upon
which the arbitration is based. The Union may request
appointment of an arbitrator by the New York State Public
Employment Relations Board or by the American Arbitration
Association. The voluntary labor arbitration rules of the
American Arbitration Association shall apply to proceedings
conducted by the arbitrator insofar as they relate to
hearings and fees. Fees and expenses shall be borne equally
by the District and the Union.
In the arbitration proceedings, the District shall be
represented by legal counsel. The employee shall be
represented by CSEA, Inc.
The arbitrator shall render his decision not later than
thirty (30) days from the date of the closing of the
hearings. Such decision shall be in writing and shall set
forth the arbitrator's option and conclusions on the matters
of issue. The arbitrator shall limit his decision strictly
to the application and interpretation of this agreement and
he shall be without power to make any decision:
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1. Contrary to, or inconsistent with, or modifying or
varying in any way the terms of this agreement or of
applicable law or rules ~r regulations having the force and
effect of law;
2. Involving Board discretion of Board policy under
the provisions of this agreement, under Board by-laws, or
under applicable law or rules or regulations having the force
and effect of law;
3. Limiting or interfering in any way with the powers,
duties and responsibilities of the Board of Education under
its by-laws, applicable law and rules and regulations having
the force and effect of law.
The decision of the arbitrator, if made in
accordance with his jurisdiction and authority under this
agreement and under applicable law and rules and regulations
having the full force and effect of law, will be accepted as
final by the parties to the dispute and both will abide by
it.
The arbitrator may recommend an appropriate remedy
where he/she finds a violation of this agreement.
ARTICLE VII -EMPLOYEE HEALTH CONCERNS
A. On a scheduled date before the first day of the 1990-91
school year, and thereafter at the time of the annual
physical examination, with a minimum of thirty (30) days
notice being given transportation department employees will
be tested for drug and alcohol use. New transportation
employees will be tested at the time of initial employment.
Transportation employees will also be tested on a random
basis. The District shall have the right to test all other
employees for drug and/or alcohol use if there is a
reasonable suspicion that the employee is imparied by drugs
and/or alcohol during his/her shift.
B. The District shall have the option of preferring
disciplinary charges against any employee who fails a drug or
alcohol test in accordance with the procedures set forth at
Article VIII (F). Article VIII (F) is not applicable for
employees who have not completed their probationary period.
C. The District agrees to use reputable laboratory
facilities and to preserve the chain of evidence in the
testing process. If the test result of a primary specimen is
positive, the employee shall have the right to request that
the split specimen be tested. The employee must make such
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request within 48 hours of being notified of the positive
test result. If the split specimen is positive, the employee
shall pay for the cost of the test. If the split specimen is
negative, the employer shall pay for the cost of the test.
D. All testing procedures shall be conducted at a central
location, under medical supervision and results shall be held
in confidence and not revealed to anyone other than the
employee and the Business Administrator. The Association
President shall also be notifed upon the written request of
the employee.
E. The employee's pers~nnel file will indicate the fact
that drug or alcohol abuse was found and the rehabilitative
efforts taken. Such reference shall be removed from the
personnel file eighteen (18) months after the first positive
test results are received if no further positive tests occur
in the intervening period.
ARTICLE VIII - MISCELLANEOUS
A. The District shall prepare and make available job
descriptions for each position under the salary schedule of
the bargaining unit.
B. The District shall provide a seniority list of bus
drivers, based on the date of permanent appointment by the
Board of Education to be used in assignment of extra runs
subject to the following limitations ~nd conditions:
1. Extra runs shall not be assigned to regular run
drivers if the extra run conflicts with the regularly
scheduled run of that driver.
2. Extra runs shall not be assigned which require the
payment of an overtime rate if the extra run can be assigned
without incurring overtime.
3. Extra runs shall be paid at the rate of $9.00 per
hour of run time and $6.00 per hour for waiting time (layover
time).
4. Overtime eligibility will continue to be based on
the number of hours paid and the overtime rate will be
applicable after forty (40) paid hours."
5. Lists shall be posted at least one (1) week in
advance for each type of run scheduled. Eligible employees
may sign any or all of the lists to signify their willingness
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to accept assignments. If, after so signing, an employee
desires to refuse assignment to a particular trip, he shall
notify the supervisor of transportation of his intention in
that regard at least three (3) days in advance of the date
scheduled for that trip. When an employee refuses a
particular run, the next employee in order shall receive the
assignment.
6. Notwithstanding the foregoing procedure, the
Supervisor of Transportation may, in the exercise of
reasonable discretion, vary the order of priority of
assignments in the following situations:
a. In an emergency, where adherence to listing
priorities may be impossible or impracticable, and with the
selecting of drivers in cases of emergency, the Supervisor of
Transportation shall attempt to use full-time drivers, but he
shall not be precluded from calling upon part-time drivers"
or hourly employees in the transportation division.
b. In scheduling New York City runs, especially
in instances where one b~s only is to be used or where the
run appears to present unusual difficulty, the Supervisor of
Transportation shall not be bound by the listing procedure.
Instead, he shall have discretionary authority to select
drivers who, in his opinion, possess the greatest experience,
skill and ability to carry out such assignments.
7. The decision to cancel buses or to assign special
buses for sports events, and practice, rests solely with the
school administrator, charged with this responsibility. In
no case should a coach overrule the administrator's decision.
C. Job Posting Procedure
1. When a vacancy occurs in an area of the bargaining
unit, or when a new position is created within the bargaining
unit, the District administrative office. shall post a notice
on District bulletin boards for a period of five (5) working
days, setting forth the classification, job duties and
requirements, hours and days of work and salary. Employees
desiring to be considered shall make written application to
the administration office setting forth their qualifications.
Employees who do not make application within the period of
posting shall have no right to consideration for the job.
Given equal qualifications for a new position, the employee
with seniority would get the job. The Union shall be
supplied with copies of the notices.
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D. Temporary Assignment to Higher Grade
An employee may be assigned temporarily to perform the
duties of a higher job classification for which he may be
qualified. When so assigned for more than five (5) working
days, he shall be paid at the salary rate for the higher
classification, retroactively to the first day of such
temporary assignment.
E. Union Officers and Delegates
Employees of the bargaining unit who serve as officers
and delegates of the Union during the contract year shall,
after reasonable notice to the Superintendent or his/her
designee, be granted time off, without pay deduction, during
their regularly scheduled working hours to carry out official
Union business. However, individual Union officials may be
denied permission to participate in such business during
their regularly scheduled working hours, if, in the opinion
of the Superintendent or his/her designee, their absence from
work on a particular occasion would disrupt such District
functions as pupil transportation, food service or
maintenance of heating facilities. All reasonable efforts
shall be made to conduct such meetings other than during
working hours.
F. Disciplinary Procedure
1. In lieu of the provisions of Section 75 of the
Civil Service Law and for the benefit of permanent status
labor and non-competitive class members, the disciplinary
procedure for competitive class, permanent status
non-competitive class and labor class members shall be as
follows:
a. The District shall have the right to issue
letters of reprimand, without convening a hearing, which
shall be grievable up to the Board level of the grievance
procedure. A unit member shall have the right to attach a
response to a letter of reprimand. Such letter shall be
removed from the employee's personnel file and given to the
employee after three (3) years unless the same has been made
the subject of charges within that period of time, or the
same has been removed by the mutual agreement of the employee
and the Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee, before
such time.
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b. For all discipline in excess of letter of
reprimand, the District shall serve notice of charges in the
same manner as provided for under Section 75 of the Civil
Service law and disciplinary arbitration will be scheduled
by the District.
c. A unit member may be suspended without pay for
up to thirty (30) calendar days during the pendency of a
disciplinary arbitration.
d. The arbitration shall be heard by one of the
five (5) arbitrators listed below, selected on a rotational
basis to the extent practicable:
Herbert Haber
David Stein
Jeffrey Selchick
Michael Lewandowski
Randall Kelly
e. The arbitcator shall be empowered to issue s
disciplinary outcome, suspension without pay and benefits,
fine or dismissal.
2. The cost of the arbitrator shall be borne equally
by the parties.
3. For the duration of this agreement, new employees
of the bargaining unit who are in the non-competitive or
labor classes shall be appointed to their positions for a
probationary period of twelve (12) months. Probationary
employees shall have no seniority rights during this
probationary period, and their employment may be terminated
at any time in the sole discretion of the District Board of
Education by majority vote of that body without necessity of
a hearing or a statement of the grounds for dismissal.
4. Neither discharge during the probationary period
nor denial of permanent appointment shall be subject to the
grievance procedure prescribed in this contract.
G. Layoff/Recall
Where positions in the unit, whether competitive,
non-competitive or labor class are abolished in whole or in
part, incumbents with permanent status under law or by the
terms of this agreement shall be laid-off on the basis of
inverse order of District-wide seniority within the layoff
unit.
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1 . Seniority
Seniority shall be calculated on the basis of the
total normal hours of the position as assigned from the date
of permanent appointment. That date refers to the employee's
first appointment on a permanent basis in the classified
service followed by continuous service in the classified
service on a permanent basis up to the time of the abolition
or reduction. An employee who has resigned and who has been
reinstated or re-appointed within one (1) year thereafter
shall, for the purpose of this Article and Section, be deemed
to have continuous service. In the event that the
appointment date is the same for two or more employees, the
employee with the earlier birthdate shall be deemed to have
greater seniority.
2. Layoff Units
Upon abolition or reduction of positions, layoffs
shall be made from among incumbents as defined above holding
the same or lower positions in such unit.
UNIT I UNIT II
A.
B.
Head Automotive Mechanic
Senior Automotive Mechanic
A. Head Maintenance Mech.
B. Heating and Ventilating
C. Automotive Mechani: Mechanic*
D. Automotive Mechanic's Helper C. Maintenance Mechanic
D. Maintenance Worker
E. Groundskeeper
F. Painter
UNIT III UNIT IV
A. Head Custodian A. Cook Manager (Secondary)
B. Custodian B. Cook Manager (Elementary)
C. Senior Custodial Worker C. Baker and Cook
D. School Courier/Custodial
Worker
D. Food Service Helper
E. Custodial worker
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I . Full-time
2 . Part-time
3 . Hourly
UNIT V UNIT VI
A. Head Bus Driver A. School Courier
B. Bus Driver/Maintenance
(12 Mo.)
C. Bus Driver/Cleaner
(12 Mo.)
D. Bus Driver (10 Mo.)
E. Bus Driver (part-time)
*
Competitive Position - Can't be bumped by Head Maintenance Mechanic
3 . Displacement
a. A permanent incumbent who was displaced from such
position, shall displace the incumbent with the least
District-wide seniority who is serving in a lower position in
the layoff unit in which the displacing incumbent last served
on a permanent basis. No incumbent shall displace any other
incumbent having greater District-wide seniority rights.
b. Refusal of appointment to a position afforded
herein, constitutes waiver of rights with respect to
displacement regarding the refused appointment.
c. All employees may retreat into another layoff
unit in which the employee had permanent status and has greater
District-wide seniority rights than employees within that unit.
d. An employee may retreat into a position to which
he/she was not formally appointed but the functions of which
have in the past been performed as part of his/her job duties.
e. Displacem=nt and retreat rights shall not extend
to positions higher in the layoff unit or which provides an
increase in salary.
f. There shall be separate seniority systems for
layoff purposes for:
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g. Full-time employees may bump part-time and
hourly employees. Part-time employees may bump hourly
employees. There shall be no right in. favor of hourly
employees to bump either part-time or full-time employees.
There shall be no right for a part-time employee to bump a
full-time employee.
4 . Recall riqhts
Employees laid off in accordance with this Article
shall have their names placed on a preferred list for filling
vacancies for a period of four (4) years from the time of
layoff to the position from which laid off or a lower position
in the same layoff unit, or to a position in another layoff
unit in which the employee has retreat rights.
H. Legal Service
1. Indemnity against certain Tort Claims. For the life
of this Contract, the District shall indemnify employees of the
bargaining unit for any financial loss arising out of a claim,
demand, suit or judgment by reason of negligence or other act
resulting in bodily injury or property damage provided that
employees affected were, at the time of the accident or injury,
acting in the discharge Jf their duties within the scope of
their employment and/or under the direction of the District
Board of Education. The District's liability and obligation
under this subdivision shall be coextensive to that prescribed
by Education Law, Section 3023.
2. Defense of Certain Legal Proceedings. For the life
of this Contract, the District shall provide an attorney or
attorney's fees and expenses necessarily incurred in the
defense of employees of the bargaining unit in any civil or
criminal action or proceeding arising out of disciplinary
action taken against any pupil of the District while employees
affected are engaged in the discharge of their duties within
the scope of their employment. The District's liability and
obligation under this subdivision shall be coextensive to that
prescribed by Education Law, Section 3028. The District Board
of Education alone shall have the authority to select and
retain counsel required to be provided under this subdivision
and Education Law, Section 3028.
I . Cafeteria Uniforms
The District shall reimburse cafeteria employees for
uniforms in the amount of $150.00 per year, provided that the
employee produces proof of the purchase of uniforms, shoes, and
clothing which meets the uniform specifications of the
District.
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J. Contracting Out
There shall be no loss of employment by present permanent
employees as of March 15, 1978, as a result of the
District's exercise of its right to contract out for goods
and/or services.
K. Smoke Free Environment
There shall be a ban on smoking in all building and
premises of this School District, as well as in all vehicles
owned and operated by the School District.
ARTICLE IX - LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
The parties agree to form a Labor/Management Committee to
be comprised of three (3) members appointed by the Association
and three (3) members appointed by the District. The Committee
shall meet four (4) times each year and at such other times to
deal with pressing matters.
ARTICLE X - SERVICE FEE
A. The CSEA shall notify the District of its yearly 'fee on or
before September 15th.
B. The District shall deduct such fee in twenty (20) equal
amounts from the pay checks of all members of the bargaining
unit and forward such amount to CSEA, 143 Washington Avenue,
Albany, New York 12207.
C. The Association assumes full responsibility for the
disposition of such funds so deducted once they have been
forwarded to it by the District.
ARTICLE XI - NO STRIKE PLEDGE
The Union and the Board of Education recognize that
strikes and other forms of work stoppages by public employees
are contrary to law and to public policy. The Union and the
Board of Education subscribe to the principle that difficulties
shall be resolved by peaceful and appropriate means without
interruption of the school program. The Union therefore agrees
that there shall be no strikes, work stoppages, or other
concerted refusal to perform work by the employees covered by
this agreement, nor any instigation thereof.
ARTICLE XII - CONFORMITY TO LAW - SAVINGS CLAUSE
A. If any provision of this agreement is or shall be any time
be contrary to law, then such provision shall not be applicable
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or performed or ~nforced, except to the extent permitted by law
and any substitute action shall be subject to appropriate
consultation and negotiation with the Union.
B. In the event that any provision of this Agreement is or
shall at any time be contrary to law, all other provisions of
this agreement shall continue in effect.
C. "IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY
PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO
PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING
THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL
THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL."
ARTICLE XIII - DURATION
The provisions of this agreement shall become effective as of
July 1, 1996 and shall continue in full force and effect
through June 30, 2000. Negotiations for a subsequent agreement
will commence no later than February 10, 2000 upon written
request of either party filed prior to that date. The 1996-2000
contract shall continue in full force and effect until a
successor contract is agreed to.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE PARTIES HERETO HAVE EXECUTED THIS
AGREEMENT THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST WRITTEN ABOVE.
BY ~-'l._ if ~SO\A...:.-v-'
PRESID~~:--- \
BOARD OF EDUCATION
;
7 ..,
. l'
/1, .
~ - 1;-''1'1
(J~;~NC. dark
PRESIDENT,
HYDE PARK SCHOOL DISTRICT UNIT
THE DISTRICT
~~'J(~~UI
LABOR RELATIONS SPECIALIST
DISTRICT
{}c<ic~~ )$- /f/q7
DATED /
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APPENDIX 'A'
TRANSPORTATION ROUTE ASSIGNMENTS
1. Categorized by full time, part time runs - runs in each
category would be picked by seniority by the drivers in each
category. Runs shall be defined as a package of driving
assignments the driver shall be expected to perform each day
pursuant to practices of the Department.
The method of seniority that wiil be used for initial
bidding of selecting bus runs in each category of bus driver
(full time/part time) will be based on date of continuous
appointment within the driver title including any continuous
temporary service, based on date of hire as listed in the Board
of Education minutes. This method of seniority shall apply
solely to the initial bidding of bus run selection and shall
not change, alter, modify any other f~rms of application(s) of
seniority in accordance with the collectively negotiated
agreement between the parties.
2 . Exclude specialized runs such as handicapped runs.
3. If budget passes as anticipated, runs would be ready by
the third Monday in August.
4. Transportation Department would notify drivers of date and
time to pick by seniority, by closing of school in June.
5. Once bus is assigned to its runs, any exchange of runs
between drivers upon their request shall require that the
drivers also exchange buses. No exchange of runs between
drivers upon their request shall be considered during the first
thirty (30) days of school.
6. An individual who cannot attend on the day and at the time
when the driver is required to choose runs, to maintain
selection preference, a designee authorized in writi~g may
select on the driver's behalf at the time referenced above.
7. If any drivers have not chosen a run by the fourth Friday
in August, the Supervisor of Transportation would assign the
remaining runs.
8. In case of austerity, the Supervisor of Transportation
would assign all runs because of the time element, taking into
account, if applicable, the runs already chosen by drivers for
the previaus year.
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9. The Supervisor of Transportation still retains the
authority to make adjustments in assignments after the first
two (2) weeks of school if he deems that the bus run has become
a problem, and it is in the best interest of the School
District to make a change. A change will not be made until the
Supervisor has investigated the problem and discussed it with
the driver. If necessary, another driver will be assigned to
the run for a maximum of five (5) days. His findings will be
reported to the Supervisor. During this period, the regular
driver will be assigned to other driving related duties.
10. If a change in run assignment is deemed necessary, the
Supervisor of Transportation will try to find volunteer to make
the change. All drivers would be notified of the change
required and a volunteer would be sought. If after three (3)
days no volunteer is forthcoming, the lowest driver in
seniority in each area would be required to take the run in
question. (The next time a problem arises with a difficult
run, the next lowest driver would be required to change and so
forth.) If the problem reoccurs on the original run, the
supervisor would then assign the driver that he thinks is best
able to handle that run.
11. Add runs shall be assigned on a fair and equitable basis
in each group with due consideration given to seniority.
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APPENDIX 'B'
HYDE PARK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUMMER WORK PROCEDURES
1. Any driver interested in a summer assignment (see listing
below) shall submit a letter of commitment to the Supervisor of
Transportation prior to accepting any such assignment:
a)
b)
c)
d)
Driver
Monitor
Cleaning
Sr. Citizens
Said letter shall indicate that the individual is
available to work during the specified period.
2. A driver, so committing, shall have the right to sign any
list for summer work. However, once appointed to a position,
that driver shall remain in that position for the ,course of
that summer.
3. Verification for absence (sick or personal) may be
requested by the Supervisor, should discrepancy occur.
4. Should a driver fail to report to work and said absence is
not verified, that driver shall forfeit that position for the
balance of that summer and be ineligible to bid on summer work
for the following summer.
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CSEA HOURLY:
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C-$fA',SA.LARY sGJiED.ULEJ2 M.O~T~LY 1.J~9~UNE_30~.1997
Trr~E.~_-=:-~-=-~~._JST.~1_lsTE.P 2 ,_~.~P 3_~~TE~~J.~Tep~_ ..
. -- --- -- .. .-- .
~~AD~UTq_ME~HA~~._ 2.9,105.00 30,647~OO ~2,190.00 ...33,7~2.00~~?,?:81_.00
HE-ADMAIN. MECHANIC 29,105.00 30,647.00 32 190.00 33 752.00 35 281.00
---'-'-~"'-"'-".--' "-.'
.,,--! I._. ,._._...
SENIOR AUTO MECHANIC 27,653.00 29,200.00 30 627.00 32 288.00 33 829.00
...~ ,--,--- _'.. l ,_ _ '.___..
~~A;r1YEN~ ME.~HAN"C .27,653.00 29_,200.00 ?O,62!.OO _32,~88..90 3~,~.29..90
AU.TO MEC'HANIC 25,802.00 27,749.00 29,295.00 30,840.00 32,392.00
: : ..- ~._- ",- -..-.....-
MAIN.T. MECHANIC 25,802.00 27,749.00 29,295.00 30,840.00 32,3132.00
~
~ ,. _..
....--...
~EA~.BUS._DRIVE,R_,_. 24,101.00, 25,646.00 ??,188.00 ~8,734.00 _.3Q,276.QO
HE~D CU~T.ODJAN ,__ .__
_'"
22~6'52.00 24,191,.00 .25,7~3_00 . 27,286.0q_ 28,8~30.00
, .
.~CH90L ~OU~!ER _ _ 22,65?OO 24,.194.00 25,743=.00 ~7,2~~.OO ?.!J~;~q:OO
A~TO.~:~C~~ HEi:-PER _ __ ..22,6.52.09 ~4,19~.OO ...25.74.3.00 ._27,286.q.o_.~81.~,~~O.O,O
MAINT. WORKER 22,546.00 23,927.00 25,308.00 26,689.00 28,0'i'4.00
,,--'--"--"-'-'- '-'- ~.- "_. '.-'.. \..'..--.-
CUSTODIAN 22,546~OO 23,:927.00 25,308.00 26,689.00 28,O'i'4.00
~__. ~_'
_'"
,___ ,,_'<a_ _'
. PAINTER . 21,358.00 22,739.00 24,122.00 25,478.00 26,8t:8.00
_'
_,
_'_"H '.._'-" '_'.._'_-"''''__' -- --'
BUS DRIVER/CLEANER 21,358.00 22,739.00 24, 122.00 25,478.'q~ 2~,8_~:8.QO
._'"
_ H__"_ '_' , -.,-.
.~R,'Cl!~t. ~O:R~ER.__ .__ 20J?62.00_21,946.00 ~~,330.90 g~.'71~.'0.Q.~~,pE~,:.09
. COURtERJCUS,T. WORKER 20,562.00 21,946.00 23.330.00 24,712.00 26.056.00
.. ._ ._ ._ __ __"'_
, __"'._ H '" '
GROUN'DS'KEEPER 20,174.00 21,559.00 22,937.00 24,320.00 25,707.00
---~~
,
.-
, , ._-
"
.....-.
CU5TOD.IAL WORKER 19 384.00 20,765.00 22,104.00 23,534.00 24.917.00
'-'- -.! ". .-' . ---:.. ....
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C~~A_.SALAR.Y SCJ:~EQU~.J;i2. MQN:TH~.L Y 1.,.JJt97 - JUN~..~Op t99S
:TI.I~"~ .."=~~~-1~.!E~ 1 t...~TEP2.il~~p .iliT~_P 4.ilT~~ ~.~
I .
HEAD AUTO MECHANIC 29.978.00 31,566.00 33,156.00 34,765.00 36,339.00
.,
~ ~ , ..
"'-'
.
,.--".-
HEAD MAIN. M'ECHANIC 29.978.00 31,566.00 33,156.00 34,765.00 36,339.00
.--, .. .
-'.--
,
I .
SENIOR AUTO MECHANIC 28,483;00 '30,076.00 31,546.00 33,257.00 34,844.00,
-'"
I
.,_., ~ ,
'" ....--..--
'HEATNEN1: MeCH'AN~~.g_, f,~,483.00_ :30,076.00 ~1.546.00 ..33,257..~OO 34,.~44.00.._
~UTC?~MEC~ANI.~._ ._'_ 26t576.00 '28.581.00~ 30,174.00 31.~765.0q._33,3?3.00
MAINT.MECHAN:IC 26,576.00 28,5'81.00 30.174.00 31,765.00 33,353.00
'
'..
.. .
.-',
.
HEAD BUS DRIVER 24,824.00 26.415..00 28,004.00 29,596.0031,184.090
' '''_
__,,_'__"
'-'0 --
HEAD CUSTODIAN 23,572.00 24,920.00 26,515.00 28,105.00 29,6~5.00
.- -,... '..- -
SCHq~L CC;>URII;.R,__. 23,332.00 2~:.9'20.00 26,?15.00 28.10~.OO 2~,695.00
. AUTO:MECH'.HELPER 23,3:32.00 24!,920.00 26,515.00 28,105.00.. .29,695:Q.Q_
.
, .-'"
..-
,. -.. -,. ...
-
'MAINT. WORKER 23,222rOO 24,645.00 26,067.00 27,490.00 28,916.00
- -,__""0. _.. .. ._ .._ .,.. ,.... ... ___- ... .-
,C~.~TOt~J~N' ~ .' _' 1.3.222.00 24,645.00 26!067.00 27,4~0.OO .28,916:9-Q....
_~AIN'Tt;~_,
.
21,999.0q 2'3,421.00.. 24,8~6.00 .?6,242.Q9 27".695.09.
,
BU~_ DR1V.~RIC~~ANE~ _?1,999.00 ?3,421:00 _?4,846.:9.0 26,,?42.00.. 27,6~~:OQ_.
,
,~R. CU~,!. WO~KER ,_ _ 21,1~9.00.. '2'2,604.00
.
24,O~O.OO _?,?,453..09 .2~.,.~79.00
. ~.9UR1t;~cUSJ~. WO~~ER_ _..21,179.00 22,604.00_ 24,.030.00.. 25,4~~:~0 .:?6,87~:_9.9...
, ,
,GROUNDSKEEPER 20,719,.00 2'2,206.00 23,625.00 25,050.00 26,478.00
- "--- . -,,-.'..- ..'--"
'
.~ --. .-' .-.-.
.
~l!..~.TC?.D~.~!:.~Q_~K~B__ ~,966.0Q .~J!388~90 .2?_!76.7.0~ _~.~,240.00. .?~~?6~.Q.~_
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c~eA-.SALARY. SC~H'EQU.L.E_j 2 MONTH...4..UL Y ..LJ 9.98 - J'U~E-3.~1.$99
Il"!"~~
-=-_. --=--=--~JSTEP 1J STE~..1...~TE~U_~T~P 4_L~J~~
~"
. HEAD'AUrO,MECHANIC 30,877.00 32513.00 34 151.00 35808.00 37 42~100
~
"
-.,.
--
_'_
-! ,. t ._" _-L.~ ~_,~
HEAD MAIN. MECHANIC 30,877.00 32.513.00 34 151.00 35 808.00 37 42P 00
"
' !
, !.-:..:......-
~ENIQR AUT~ Mt;CH~~IC
"'_
.?9,337.0q 30,978.00 32,492.09_ 34,255:00 _~5,88~.OO_
HEATNENT.MECHANIC 29,337.00 30,978.00 32.492.00 34,255.00 35,889.00
-- ,.-.
--- ..
. AUTO.MECHANIC 27,373.0.0 29,438.00 31,079.00 32.718.00 34,354.00
~ ~
--~ - ' '.-' '..- ..-
~1.f.'JT. ~~Ct:lANI~_ ._'._ 27,3!3.0p 2~,438:00 _~1,°1.9.00 32!.~18.09 34!~54~.OQ..
.~EAP.BU~.DRIVER__. _.. 2~,569.00 _?7,297.oQ. 28,844:90 .30,48~.OO 32J.?~. 00
H.EAD_CUS"T:0DI~~ 24J?79.00 25,668:00 .27,3!O.OO.~. 28!.,~48.09._ 30,.~~6~OO
.S~!i00~ C'OURIEL.._ ?4.032.OO 25,668.00 ~?,31q:~_?8.94~:OO ~_O,586..Q.o
AUTO MECH. HELPER 24,032.00 25,668.00 27,310.00 28,948.00 30,586.00
-" " ' -- - -' ',--, -" .'
,
-"
..--
'MAINT. WORKER 23~919.00 25,384.00 26,849.00 28,315.00 29,783.00
, , .-'.-
.,-,'-
,
"
-~--.-
CUST.ODIAN . 23,919.00 2:5,384.00 26,849.00 28,315.00 29,783.00
._'.- '..-,.. ~ ~_.-._.-
~PAINTER .22.659.00 24,124.00 25,591.00 27,029.00 28,526..J0
._-~.
'
..- -
.
-"--
-~-,. . . -. '., .--"'......
BUS DRIVER/CLEANER 22,659.00. 24,124.00 25,591.00 27,02~.OO .28,5~.6:..~~, ___ __MO. ...~I_._...--.-._
SR. CUST. WORKER 21,814.00 23,282.00 24,751.00 26,217.00 27,~85.00.
" .._M _' __'''_'___ '.,
_
.-
COURIE.R/CUST. WORKER 21,814.00 .23,282.09 24,751.09_ 26,217.00_ 27,~~5.90_
.__'._ .__ 0.__" .._ ._
GROUNDSKEEPER 21,402.00 22,872.00 24,334.00 25,802.00 27,272.Q,o..
" '
-.. -. , " -
......-
CUSTODIAL WORKER 20,565.00 22,030.00 23,450.00 24,~§7.00. 26,43~'<~.9._.
. ,,,,.-,'--'" .~.-. ' .--" ..
.--'" -"'---" ..-" ,
.'
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C$J:A-S.ALARY ~CflE~O.u.L.~.2-M.ONTH JUL Y-L-1.999 - JU.~UOOO
JITL.~..~~~
=- . L$.T,EP-1l S~E~ 2..il.rep.u. ~T~~~.t S~~,~ ,STf;p.5
~EAD AUTO MECHANIC 31,803.00 33,488.00 35,176.00 36,882.00 7,429.00 38,552.00
~ -. .- -._-
HEAD MAIN. MECH,ANIC 31,803.00 33,488.00 35,176.00 36,882.00 7,429.00 38,552.00
_..~ ~ ,_. \..-'- _~"--I ', '_
SENIOR AUTOME.C:HANIC 30,217.00 31,907.00 33,467.00 351283.00 5,889.00 36,966.00
L
' ::-_,
. _'__ _ _ _
:'HEATNENT MECHANIC 30,217.00 :31,907.00 33,467.00 35,283.00 5,889.00 36,966.00
' _.
-,- --- '..-
AUTO MECHANIC 28,194.00 '30,321.00 32,011.00 33,700.00 4,354.00 35,385.00
'_. -.-,
,
-'..- '
MAINT: MECHANIC 28,194.00 30,321.00 32,011.00 33,700.00 4,354.00 35,385.00, - 1-_' --
HEAD ,BUS DRIVER 26,336.00 :28,023.00 29,709.00 31,399.00 2,120.00 33,084.00
", -.
---' ,.---..--.
. HEAD CUSTODIAN' 25,007.00 ~ 26,438.00 28,129.00 29,816.00 0,586.00 31,504.00
--
-.,
,
- ',- ..- '.._--
SCHOOL COURIER 24,753.00 26,438.00 28,129.00 29,816.00 0,586.00 31,504.00
~
'
-
--.
'
AUT.O MECH. HELPER 24,753.00 26,438.00 28,129.00 29,816.00 0,586.00 31,504.00
. --~-- -.. -.. '--",",..
. MAINT.,'WORKER 24,637.00 26,146.00, 27,654.00 29,164.00 9,783.00 30,676.00
, ._~
-- - - '.. -.....---
"cUSTODIAN 24,637.00 26,146.00 27,654.00 29,164.00 9.783.00 30,676.00
'
, _.,._ 0., , _....._...
PAINTER 23,339..00 24,848.00 26.359.00 27,840.00 8,526.00 29.382.00
-
... '.- ....---
'BUS DRIVERlC'LEAN'ER 23,339.00 24;848.00 26,359.00 27,840.00 8,526.00 29,382.00
-'-, ~'--' ~.-
-'-"" '.--'""' .-.
SR. CUST.WORKER 22,468.00 23;980.00' 25.494.00 27,004.00 7,685.00 28,516.00
'._w , ,. .~_-. .. ._-._._
,COU.RI,ERlCUST. WORKER 22,468.00 23,980.00 25.494.00 27,004.00 7,685.00 28,516.00,
._'.- .- --' .,"-"', '.- ..--
GROUNDSKEEPER 22,044.00 23,558.00' 25,064.00 26,576.00 7,272.00 28,090.00,._
-
__" __0, , ___ ....._._.
GU'S.TODIAl WORKER 21,182.00 22,691.00 24,154.00 25,716.00 6,435.00 27,228.00
.-- -.- --- --"--'.
-' -.- --"--". .--
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